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NAGT Executive Committee work:
- Meetings attended
  - November 4, 2018 (GSA, Indianapolis)
  - November 15, 2018 (virtual)
  - February 12, 2019 (virtual)
  - March 14-16, 2019, (Face-to-face, Northfield, MN)
  - June 6, 2019 (virtual)
  - July 8, 2019 (virtual)
  - July 26, 2019 (virtual)

NAGT Council work:
- November 4, 2018 (GSA, Indianapolis)
- April 15, 2019 (virtual)

NAGT Committee work:
- Co-chair, Executive Director search
  - Multiple virtual meetings to discuss status of search
  - Communications w/candidates about search status
  - Participation in presentations and interviews
- Chair, Neil Miner award committee

NAGT Presidential Line meetings:
- January 28, 2019
- February 20, 2019
- March 4, 2019
- April 8, 2019
- May 9, 2019

Conference/meeting participation:
- GSA Annual meeting, Indianapolis, November 4-7, 2018
  - Attended JGE Editorial Board lunch meeting
  - Attended Vision & Change project breakfast discussion
  - AGI/NAGT meeting participant
  - NAGT representative at GSA booth
  - NAGT Exec Committee/Council/NESTA meetings
  - NAGT Awards luncheon
- Represented NAGT at ESS Teaching Network meeting, Phoenix, November 13-15, 2018
- Advance Geo workshop, participant, NC State, March 22, 2019
- NSF GEOPATHS PI meeting, Washington, DC, April 24-25
- Vision & Change writing retreat, Austin, TX, May 28-31
- Invited Speaker, *Instruction designed to promote more effective student learning strategies*, at Gordon Research Conference in Chemistry Education Research and Practice, June 16-21, 2019, Bates College, ME
- Earth Educators Rendezvous, Nashville, July 17-21, 2019
  - Lead mini-workshop, *A beginners guide to creating short videos for geoscience courses*
  - Co-lead two-day workshop, *Adapting active learning strategies in your courses*, w/Rachel Teasdale

**Other activities relevant to NAGT:**

- Related publications:

**Geoscience Education Grant Funding:**

- National Science Foundation, *Effective Teaching Strategies Workshops and Sessions for the 2019 Earth Educators’ Rendezvous*, 2019, provided support for EER workshops (collaboration with Ryker, Archer, Teasdale, Kortz, and Jones)
- National Science Foundation, IUSE, *Recalibrating Student Learning in Introductory Geoscience Courses Through the Use of a Web-based Assessment tool*, 2017-2020, (PI)
- National Science Foundation, GEOPATHS-IMPACT, *Expanding Geoscience Discovery Opportunities Beyond the Classroom*, 2017-2020, (PI)

**Upcoming Related Events:**

- GSA meeting, Phoenix, I am involved in several talks or posters as a co-author
- Invited Speaker, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (October 2019)
- Invited Speaker, Montclair State University, (October 2019)